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SUMMARY 

The present steel production in Yugoslavia amounts 2, 5 million and 

an increase is expected   in the next few years to 5,0 million t.    The 

biggest steel mill is Zenica, located in the central region of the co- 

untry having a very old tradition in iron & steel making.  It was in Zenica 

that it was decided to organize a metallurgical industrial 

research institute,having in mind the good possibilities of   coopera- 

tion with the industry. In setting up the research programme one se- 

lected the basic orientation to the beneficiation of raw materials and 

product research, those problems,  the solution uf which       can hardly 

be expected from abroad. Starting with this activity in 1961, the Insti- 

tute developed very successfuly,being today one of the biggest rese- 

arch organizations in the country.  It has a total of 270 employees, 75 

of them having a University degree,and beyond that it engages   mo- 

re then 120 specialists as part-time collaborators.  The   Institute   is 

situated in 6 buildings having a total area of more then 14. 000 m2. 

These buildings house    the chemical,  metallurgical,and instrumental 

laboratories,  computer and documentation services,  as well as pilot- 

plant installations for ore beneficiation, melting of steel and alloys, 

hot and cold rolling mills, hammers and presses, drawing machines 

as well as heat treating furnaces and maintenance shop.   Functioning 

exclusively on contract basis with the country's steel producing and 

steel processing industries,the Institute' s yearly turnover reached the 

figure of 1, 5 millions $  in 1972. In the past decade considerable sue- 
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cess was  achieved      in the field of beneficiatimi of domestic low gra- 

de iron ores,  in blast furnace productivity through the improvement 

of technology,  in improving the cleanness and quality of steel   ingots 

and products as wel] as in introduction of the use of computer m sol- 

ving metallurgical problems.   Particular results have been achieved 

in feasibility studies for the creation of a considerable number of me- 

tallurgical and metal processing industries in the country as well   as 

in improving the organization and coordination of metallurgical 

production in the country.     In addition the Institute's staff is laratif: o¡ 

usiriK sophisticated up-to-date techniques in the field of investi- 

gation and testing of materials as well as in industrial experimenta- 

tion. 

Zenica is also the site of Metallurgical Faculty for graduate    and 

post-graduate studies in metallurgy, having a total of approximately 

500 students in this special fields.  The Institute' s facilities are also 

used for teaching purposes. 



1.    Historical background 

Steel production in Yugoslavia amounts today a.< about ¿, > million 

tons and is planned in next few year;-; to be .neiv., -a/.< !••• about   6 

million tons.  This production is not located untimi  a limited region, 

but it is spread all over the country ¡n maim ¡uants.    Yugoslavia has 

a population of about 20 million inhabitants and a iot.nl area of  ap- 

proximately 260,0(10 square km.   The ¡erriiorv is du uled into six 

republics which have considerable   a-i  ¡  i¡    . The skill, of iron 

and steel production is very old,  especially in mm republics: Bosnia 

and Herzegovina (central region) and Slovenia (northwest region). In 

these regions rich archaeological finds indici»-    (íens¡ve production 

evfn during Roman Empire,  i.e.  several cenia    • ;   B.C.   The révi- 

sons   why this production has not reached todrn,'     m  hn domical le- 

vel'of developed countries come from the ti-mp» binons hintory     of 

this part of the world,  i.e.  west part of Balkan peninsula which w;m 

for thousand years a battlefield between Earn a..      ' • > i.   Ovr dun 

territory marched Crusaders,   Mongoi warrior   c las-Ted there with 

Europian armies,  there were long wars between  lurk?- mal Western 

countries.  The frontier of schism between L'a.-,i ,   , Ì Vu  „t ( hristian 

churches passes also through this country.  ì,a.-i »nit not least,there 

began the First World War,and in the Second World War it was   the 

scene of particularly destructive battles. .HIRT   r. ihe.*>e difficult con- 

ditions in different historical periods in Yugoslavia existed genera- 

tions of men skilled in iron production and weapon forcing which of- 

ten was strategic target of  enemies. 
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territory of present Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina, where the 

greatest iron ore deposits are located.  There are I jubija and Va- 

rea mines wiiose   present proved reserves amount to over 600 mil- 

lion tons of iron ore, while the percentage of potential   explorati- 

ons amounts only to about 20%.   The production of these two mines 

toi'.ay amounts to 80 % of the total country' s iron-ore production. 

For this reason a great number of mines, coke oven plants,    iron 

and steel works, foundries and other steel processing factories we- 

re built in this republic. Center of this activity is Zenica where the 

largest     Yugoslav iron and steel works was built.  Production    of 

this iron and steel works today amounts to 1 million tons of steel. 

At present an intensive programme of expansion is to increase its 

production up to 2, 6 million tons.  Besides, this region has also 

rich brown-coal deposits and great water-power potential so that 

there are good conditions for industrial development. Urnee the 

end the of Second World Warf        Yugoslavia has concentrated its 

endeavours to overcome under-development,utilizing as much 

as possible its existing natural resources. During the 27-year pe- 

riod,       steel production has increased from 0,2 tu 2, 5 million 

tons, i.e. more than twelve times.  Having in mind that Yugoslavia 

Started   its  contemporary development as an under-developed  country, 

as illustrated in particular by its lack of capital and skilled 

workers and experts, the achieved progress represents in fact an 

imposing degree of development which has today very sound condi- 

tions to be in future increased and stabilized. 

Actual steel production in Zenica has started in 1892 when industri- 

alists of Austrian-Hungarian Monarchy  contructed the      first plant 

to produce steel for concrete reinforcement. The research and de- 



velopment activity was initiated between the two world wars,  when at 

the end of the thirties a very modern laboratory was built in Zenica. 

Beside the activity connected with control of materials and finished 

products, there were performed various research activities in order 

to reduce rejected material scrap,  to find out reasons of quality fail- 

ure in   particular phases of technological processes, etc.  Very inte- 

resting are reports on desulphurization in open-hearth furnaces,  ex- 

periences with open-hearth furnace basic roof,   influence of copper, 

arsenic,and antimony contents on steel ingot and rolled products sur- 

face, etc.  Modern techniques of chemical,   metallographie,and me- 

chanical testing of material were applied and the activity was promo- 

ted by production requirements.  This activity was continued after the 

Second World War,  but in the circumstance of rapid expansion of the 

Iron and Steel Works Zenica, including      new      facilities such   as 

coke oven plant, blast furnaces, large open-hearth tilting furnaces, 

new rolling mills,   shop for production of heavy open-die   forgings, 

etc. 

Due to the lack of appropriate experience,   the selection of these 

processes and equipment, as well as project    elaboration, were 

made using the help of foreign experts.  It is obvious that it impeded 

the realization of corresponding production.  Some of these difficul- 

ties are specific for existing conditions and in short, they were the 

following: 

Low-quality blast-furnace burden due to the use of crude iron ore 

with high fluctuations in iron content and impurities including a gangue 

containing    quartz and barite. No beneficiation process was applied 

and only one   part of iron ore was agglomerated.  Besides, blast- 

furnace process control was not efficient and it caused great oscil- 

lations in blast furnace performance,  frequent breakdowns   as well 

as low production and high coke consumption (over 1000 kg/t of iron). 



Mn content in this ore was high (Fe:Mn ratio 10:1 ) so that its smelting 

gave a high Mn pig iron.  Remelting of such pig iron in open-hearth fur- 

naces caused further difficulties due to slag foaming.   It was particular 

ly complicated to produce rimming steel,  because ingots contained 

a great number of blowholes located very near to the sui lace.  A spe- 

cial procedure had to be introduced in open-hearth practice      U:u 

modified Talbot process), since the existing conditions required very 

high percentage of molten iron in charge,    due to the shortage of scrap 

on domestic market. 

The presence of various residual elements, especially Cu,  Sb, and As, 

in iron ore, decreased steel hot workability and caused rough sur- 

face, especially cracked edges of rolled sections. Corresponding 

roll pass design to avoid high deformations by hot rolling had to  be 

developed. All these difficulties were specific for the given raw ma- 

terial basis.  However, there were other difficulties due to slow tran- 

sfer of technology from developed countries as a consequence of shor- 

tage of experienced technologists.  The lack of experience in deoxiih- 

tion, ingot pouring and casting pit practice as well as in achieving of 

the prescribed quality of finished products according to the correspon- 

ding standards should also be mentioned. At the same time the organi- 

zation and planning of production was poor,  particularly quality con- 

trol, economy of energy consumption,lack of information and data 

processing service, etc. Due to all these facts, a much longer time 

was necessary to achieve economically and technologically acceptable 

efficiency of new industrial facilities. However, at the same time.it 

was a chance to get experience necessary for a developing country. Tt 

became    obvious that for a successful development of a country  it 

is not sufficient to have only capital arid new factories, but also to 

have experienced technicians   and skilled labour as well as knowle- 

dge of technology as a prerequisite   for better utilisation of existing 



facilities and efficient contribution to national economy.   Such were 

the reasons that the endeavours for further steel industry develop- 

ment and organization led to a decision to establish an industrial re- 

search institute.  So the iron and steel industry of Bosnia and Herze- 

govina with the agreement of Government of   Bosnia and Herzegovi- 

na established the Metallurgical Institute in Zenica on the 1 StOetober 

1961,  as an independent professional research organization. 

2.   The concept of research   phiìooo; hv  ana   t.:,e  institute' s development 

Institute's staff nucleus consisted of 8 engineers with a long expe- 

rience in quality control and laboratory work in the Iron and Steel 

Works Zenica. At its disposal were given about 50 skilled workers, 

technicians and administrative personnel, together with a labora- 

tory or 2000 square meters, equipped for basic metallographic and 

mechanical testing, as well as for analytical services.  This was on- 

ly a temporary solution until the new working premises and corres- 

ponding equipment were   ottai«.e,i. However, the Institute immedi- 

ately organized its business on a contract basis with the industry, 

giving research service* according to its capabilities.  In the case 

when it was not able to realize contracted services with own staff, 

it engaged experts from other firms specialized for the given mat- 

ter.  This collaboration proved to be useful not only for work inten- 

sification in the Institute itself, but also stimulating an interest of 

wide range of experts for research and development and giving thus 

another contribution to Institute's popularization. Every service was 

defined by a contract including both parties'obligations, terms, costs, 

etc.  Such a course forced Institute to form a department for research 

administration at the very beginning    of its activity.  However, the 

main task of the new institution was to elaborate projects for future 

development,  since availabe conditions, as was mentioned earlier, 



were temporary and inadequate 

Determination of development concept and elaboration >>t luture Insti- 

tute projects were the subject of serious considerations,   Many si- 

milar  institutions   m developed countries,  especially in I SA.   1'SSR, 

P.R.    Germany,  England,   France, etc.  have been visited ,n order to 

get an idea about organization system and necessary equipment.   Ho- 

wever,   it is necessary to bear m mind that it is not possible to i-opy 

such organizations.  This could lead to some difficulties, a die Institu- 

te  was not able to meet actual requirements of the existing ami future 

users.  It is understandable that the human factor and cuinirv's econo- 

mic potential, particularly that of the country's steel industry tradi- 

tion,  habits and other factors connected with the given environment 

have to be taken into account.   Therefore, the first efforts were dire- 

cted towards definition of research philosophy ami research ..rogram- 

me establishment.  Since an industrial institute is in question,  it    is 

understandable that the priority is given to applied research and deve- 

lopment.  However,  within these global frames there were necessary 

special efforts to elaborate a research programme more precisely. 

It should always be kept in mind that there are possibilities to   use 

the knowledge and information which are already available in      the 

world,  instead of losing time and money on already known results, 

which could be much more easily obtained by an appropriate transfer 

of technology. As the first step,  library and documentation service 

should be organized more efficiently in order to obtain and <\ MM-.*:r;n,a tc 

as much informât ion as possible        on development relevant to steel 

industry. 

Having in mind the fact that rese?rch in metallurgy could be classi- 

fied into three basic activities    -   process research,  product rese- 

arch and management research -each of these branches was the sub- 

ject of detailed considerations.   The aim was, by defining the rese- 
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arch policy,  to make a concept of vvo-king premises and to select 

the equipment for future institute. 

Process research covers technological problems starting with bene- 

ficiation and agglomeration of ore ,1 hen ore .smelting and steel mel- 

ting processes, ending with steel ingots production.   A .smaller part of 

su"h research work could be performed using industrial facilities, 

but important problems require semi-industrial pilot plants which are 

usually very expensive. 

It seemed unrealistic to include this type of equipment in the  basic pro- 

gramme of the Institute.  Two facts were decisive; financial and staff 

potential of the country.   Furthermore, the insufficient economic po- 

wer of the domestic industry hardly could secure the realization   of 

such new technology because of high investment cost.  Besides,    the 

results of such research work covering improvement of smelting and 

melting processes are easily available from developed countries,be- 

cause they can be     obtained together with the equipment which   is 

usually imported on credit.   Therefore,  a decision was   taken to 

organize procf -;s research only for the problems the solution of which 

could not be expected in foreign countries. Such is the case of prob- 

lems concerned with domestic raw-material basis,  i.e. beneficiation 

and all processes relevant for domestic iron ores in order to impro- 

ve blast furnace burden.  Thus was born a concept to install a pilot 

plant only for preparation of mineral raw materials in process rese- 

arched all other problems to be solved using other countries* expe- 

riences through a well organized information service. Other process 

research work    was to be carried out directly on industrial facilities 

by analysis of their performance and corresponding üata processing. 

Product research covers all endeavours to improve the present pro- 

duction quality,   as well as to introduce new high-quality products into 

production.  Such research is typical case where a non-developed cou- 
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ntry can considerably improve the efficiency of its own industry.  Na- 

mely,  although there is lack    of     economic potential and capital to 

build big facilities and use size-degression of costs,  there is still a 

possibility to produce,using existing facilities, h gher-quality material 

saleable at a higher price,whinh makes possible ; n acceptable effici- 

ency even at lower production rate.  This relates to new steel grades 

and alloys development,  as well as to   improvement of their working 

by rolling,  forging,  surface treatment, heat treament,  etc.   It was 

decided to give priority to this kind of research. 

As regards management research, there is a <sreat number of unsol- 

ved problems concerning the achievement of better plant and com- 

mercial   efficiency by organization improvement. The question   is, 

however, how many of such problems are to be undertaker, within 

a metallurgical institute of industrial type.  It is obvious that all of 

them could not be taken, but some important ones may be chosen,such 

as application of operational research technique,  informati >n servi- 

ce and data processing improvement in metallurgy, especially data 

relevant to technological process and product quality,  as well as 

1 data processing from heat economy and power consumption,  etc. 

These fields are probably the most potential ones where the institu- 

te   can make a real and specific contribution. 

Resuming thus the research and development problems which should 

be the subject of long-term studies in the future institute,  it has been 

taken as a basis the following: 

beneficiation and concentration of iron ores and other 

mineral raw materials, 

development of new deoxidation processes and impro- 

vement of steel purity, 

development of new steel grades and other Fe-based 

alloys and studying of changes of their properties du- 
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ring hot and cold working, 

studying of heat and surface treatment processes, 

studying of heat economy problems,  and 

operational reseach,  information and data proces- 

sing. 

Besides,  it is anticipated to develop good library and documentation 

service. 

Organization set-up and elaboration of a Master Programme 

After determination of basic directions of research, the future orga- 

nization of the institute was set up. This organization included three 

types of organizational units.  Basic cell   comprises units   concer- 

ned with particular phases of technology.  Such are departments for iron 

ore beneficiation, general steel and alloy metallurgy,  mechanical 

metallurgy and processing of steel,  furnaces and fuel economy,  and 

safety in metallurgy.  These departments have to be completed by ne- 

cessary laboratories,which are divided into four specialized groups: 

group of chemical-mineralogical laboratories, group of laboratories 

for physical metallurgy,  then mathematical and documentation centers. 

Besides,  it was   necessary to organize the service to take care of ope- 

ration of the whole institute, like administration and maintenance de- 

partments.  Set-up of such a scheme is shown on fig 1 .   Basic feature 

of this structure is the functioning of the institute as nn integral orga- 

nisme and that all organized units are firmly interrelated and bound 

to collaborate.  For example, analytical requirements from all depart- 

ments are dealt with in chemical laboratories,  information and data 

requirements in Center for documentation,  metallographio testing in 

Department  i  r physical metallurgy,  eU-.  Also,  there is an integral 

organization for administration services which are concentrated     in 

administrative function.  This is the same with maintenance.  This type 
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of organization prevents the fragmentation of the institute, but stimulates 

the staff for cooperation and specialization.   This organizational     con- 

cept was the result of long experience and intensive considera- 

tions. 

An analysis of research work gives   a breakdown >>i'  the 

three basic types of activities : 

1. Laboratory-scale research 

2. Semi-industrial or pilot plant experimentation to be 

performed on semi-industrial facilities 

3. Auxiliary intellectual activity concerned with the 

work in offices like drawing office,  computer center, 

documentation services and alike. 

Having such a categorization in mind appropriate   objects have   been 

designed, i.e.   objects for services,  laboratories,  and pilot plants. 

Each of these objects has its own specific working conditions.  By ela- 

borating the conception of institute's project,certain circumstances, 

specific for given conditions,   were taken into account.  In the first 

place large objects should be avoided not only on account of technical 

problems such as vibration,  acoustic and electromagnetic insulation, 

air conditioning, etc., but also because they require coinn.itrr.ent of 

high financial resources, since it is impossible to build such objects 

step by step.  Therefore, it was decided to build institute in a number 

of objects using an adequate free area.  Such objects can   be gradually 

constructed, technical problems can be more easily solved and finan- 

cial means more easily procured, because object by object construc- 

tion enables gradual accumulation of capital.  So, at the very begin- 

ning it was taken into account, that the process of institute' s constru- 

ction will require a longer period of time and that it would take place 

simultaneously with regular research work.  One has also to bear   in 

mind that the engagement of research staff represents a serious limi- 
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ting factor.   It is not possible to get at once the whole research body, 

but only through      gradual recruitment and trammg,   using both dome- 

stic and international opportunities, for thin purpose,   l-'r  tins point 

of view,   it is also more advantageous to build smaller objects,     [bus 

one came to a concept shown on fig 2.    Hiere the blocks   \ and H repre- 

sent laboratories for physical metallurgy and chem.ca!  investigation. 

The industrial-type bays for pilot equipment and semi-industrial faci- 

lities are marked bv <*.   In a separate building is placed documentation 

and library service F.,    mil in u.   MOI-    buildup the administrative ser- 

vice D.   This building I) has two entrances to  ; . i   , t contact with cli- 

ents,    without disturbing research work in technical part of the insti- 

tute.  It is interesting to mention that in this area    Metallurgical Fa- 

culty is also located.   The faculty does not belong to the Institute and 

represents a part of the University of Sarajevo.  It is equipped, howe- 

ver,  only with laboratories for teaching purpose.whil.it faculty   staff 

uses Institute's research equipment for its scientific activny.  This 

will be discussed later in detail. 

The present institute has a total working area of about 12, nun square 

meters and its total area is G hectares, 

Its objects,shown on fig 2, consist of the following: 

The block A (Physical metallurgy) c.,?., riots;        three laboratories: 

metallographic, n etnl physical,and mechanical testing laboratory. Me- 

tallographie laboratory is equipped with up-to-date optical microsco- 

pes as well as with high-temperat ire microscopes and microscopes 

for quantitative metallography. A    photographic laboratory is added 

to the microscope room.  A special department with dilatometers,  la- 

boratory furnaces,and salt baths for heat treatment is also provided. 

Laboratory for physical investigation of metals includes department 

for metal physics equipped with electron microscope and electron 

microanalyser   and X-ray diffraction unit.   There us also a department 
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for defectoscopy covering ultrasonic,  magnetic,  X-ray,       y-ray as 

well as other penetrant investigations. 

Laboratory for mechanical testing including static and fatigue testing, 

as well as creep testing,  although belonging to the same laboratory 

group, is located in a separated building in order to prevent vibration 

transfer to sensitive  instrumento. 

On the upper floor of this building,  which is air-conditioned and equip- 

ped with other installations necessary for the operation of precise 

instruments,  the computer room and laboratory for calibration of fur- 

nace instrumentation is located. 

The block B has a ground floor and two storeys and is intended for 

laboratories for chemical analyses. On the second floor there is   a 

laboratory for regular chemical analyses, as well as for instrumen- 

tal analyses including spectral, X-ray fluorescence analyses, and ato- 

mic absorption.  The first floor is for        ore microscopy with cor- 

responding photographic laboratory, as well as laboratory for ore 

reducibility and mineral constitution investigation including differen- 

tial thermal (DTA)    and thermo-gravimetric (TGA) analyses, cera- 

mic dilatometry, etc.  On the ground floor there is a laboratory for 

refractory materials and slag investigation.  This laboratory is anti- 

cipated to give services to metallurgical industry which uses    big 

quantities of such materials and is interested in possibilities of slag 

processing, especially processing of blast-furnace slag. 

The block C consists of 6 bays of a size 40x15x6 meters each and  it 

is intended for pilot-plant facilities.  Two of these bays are used for 

ore beneficiation and agglomeration experiments including crushing 

and grinding facilities, beneficiation batch-type pilot plants consis- 

ting of jigs,     shaking tables, heavy-media separation unit, semi-in- 

dustrial flotation, etc. There is also an ore-roasting rotary kiln 12 m, 

long with a possibility to change the angle of slope as well as the total 
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length; there is also pelletizing and sintering facility.  The third bay 

assigned to general metallurgy of steel melting,  consists of an elee- ' 

trie arc furnace of a capacity of 800 kg,  two induction furnaces     of 

60 kg capacity    each,  a medium-frequency furnace for vacui.,,, „el- 

ting and pouring of the same capacity, a mediun.frequencv funu.ce 

of capacity of 25 kg for high-vacuum melting,  an electron-be.-,,,, fur- 

nace for high-vacuum melting of capacity of 85 kW.  Two other   bays 

are provided for metal deformation process study.        There are fa- 

cilities for hot deformation consisting of a 200 t press, a 150 kg pneu. 

matte hammer,  a three-high hot rolling mill having <5o n,m roll din- 

meter which are equipped with all necessary measuring devices.  An 

additional experimental rolling mill with roll diameter 150 mm for 

small-scale experiments is also provided.  There is also a four-high 

cold-rolling mill for cold-rolled strip up to 120 mm width with pos- 

sibility to roll very low thickness.  The equipment includes also two 

wire-drawing machines starting with 6 mm   rod   which can be redu- 

ced down   to   wire   of 0,1 mm.   Besides,this bay is equipped with 

corresponding conventional heating and special vacuum heat-treat- 

ment furnaces. 

The last bay is intended for mechanical workshop where machine 

tools for „»chining    te8t pieces and parts needed for maintenance of 

the Institute are provided. 

Center for documentation and library services is located in building 

F and consists of documentation department and library with book 

and technical magazines store-room as well as of reading room with 

corresponding copying machines for xerox-copies.  Library       subscri- 

bes to about 400 journals, including the best  known metallurgical pu- 

blications.  Data from these journals are regularly processed by In- 

stitute's engineers. 

In building D there is central storage, as well as administration and 
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planning services,   research administration and printing office for re- 

search papers and other Institute    documents.   Some of   the  Inrtitute's 

installations are   show;, on the attached set of pictures   ir-i,:.   i-<?b ) • 

The organization of management 

The Institute's total staff numbers ioday 270 employees,   75 of them 

having a univers.ry degree.   Besides,   the Institute en,ploys 120 part- 

-time collaborators   which may be engaged for special problems in 

some of research projects.   The total turnover amounts 1,5 mil $/year, 

BO*« of it being realised by R&D contracts with the corresponding in- 

dustries,  and the remaining 20 "^ by various services like: analytical 

services, verification of industrial installations in respect to safety, 

sale of microquantities of special alloys,  defectoscopy services, cer- 

tification of engineering parts,  etc.   The contrants for R&D projects, 

however, being the main subject of activity, are characterized with 

some particular features which are to be emphasized.  The institute 

has a very close relation to the country's steel industry as well as to 

associated enterprises, like iron-ore mines,  steel processing indus- 

tries,  steel users etc.  The mutual contacts result in various initiati- 

ves: either the industry may require a solution of some particular pro- 

blems of their existing or future technology or, on the other hand,   tue  In- 

stitute may submit some proposals for research projects based on 

the recent international  development in a particular field.  The do- 

cumentation service is the basis for such a research work.  The in- 

stitute* s documentation center gives every month a survey including 

about 1000 bibliographical informations which are distributed not only 

to the own research staff, but also to all potential business partners in 

the industry.  It proved very stimulating to keep the production engine- 

ers and technicians informed about trends of development in relevant 

fields because they get interested to make use of some of the achieve- 

ments.  So one comes to the idea to engage the institute to apply a par- 
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Fig i,. : Library & documentation building 
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Fig s. :  Reading room 
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Fig f. : Metallurgical faculty Zeniea 

Fig T. : Pilot plant for flotation of minerals 
300 kg/h 
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Figi.:    Rotary kiln 

Fig 9 . : Electric ARC furnace 800 kg 
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Figi» . • Medium frequency vacuum furnace 
25 kg 
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Fig It , : Electron beam melting furnace 80 kW 
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Fig U. : Experimental rolling miU 

Fig 11. : Heat treating vacuum furnace 
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Fig U  : H«*t treating laboratory fumcti 

Fig fi . : Laboratory salt baths 
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W**.: Metallographie microscopi 
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Fig H . : Electron microscope 
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Fig !•. : Electron prob« mierowMOyMr 
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Fig H , : Dilatom«ter 
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Fig IO. : X-ray difraction 

Figli DTA, TGA 
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Fig 11. s f*mg oí i*f r*ctoriM 
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Fig 2S. : Testing of refractories 

Fig 24, : Routine chemical laboratory 
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Fig li.:  Computer 
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ticular technology through its R&D services.  The experience has slmn'ii 

that such information services are useful as publicity.  When   ^¡fc-i. 

a request for R&D service   comes from an       industry,  the institute's 

specialists   prepara BUI table       research programme including   a 

techno-economic feasibility and the strategy of solution.  Such program- 

me is subsequently treated in the research administration department 

estimating the cost of research and is submitted to the user in the lorn, 

of a suitable     contract proposal. 

In the case of acceptance and after clearing up the  amount and mode <>; 

financing,  the contract becomes a document of mutual obligations. 

The institute is obliged to guarantee full confidence in connection with 

such a contract and all  results,   beirif; subject   t.,-   ¡mtciiii-il  pntf-üHi 

or licencing rules, are a full property of the user with a full respect 

of the author' s rights.  The acceptance of the final report is to be 

made by the authorized experts engaged by the user , wh)   have   to 

check the degree of fulfilment of the contracted K* I) obligations. 

The user,  i.e. the industrial enterprise, is obliged to give to the 

institute       access to all the relevant data as well as to all neces- 

sary industrial installations whenever it is required during the exe- 

cution of the contract. 

After the contract is established,the director of the institute appoints 

the project manager,  who   is authorized to develop     a research stra- 

tegy and timing schedule within the framework   of contracted rules. 

The project manager is also authorized to select the research col- 

laborators among the whole staff of the institute.  So one comes to 

the formation of research teams, the members of which do not co- 

me from a particular department, but are chosen according to their 

specialization. If the project manager is, for instance.an ore bene- 

ficiation specialist, he can engage  for the project not unly specia- 

lists from the ore-beneficiation department, but also specialists 
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from other institute's departments like chemists,  mathematicians, 

physicists,  mining, electrical and other engineers.  In the case that 

an engagement is needed outside of the institute' s staff,a proposal 

to institute' s director is to be submitted and the directo- may give 

an approval after setting up mutual duties and obligations. 

It is particularly to be emphasized the need of a very strong system 

of incentives for the research personnel. When a project manager 

or collaboratore are appointed for some     particular project they are 

authorized to obtain an addition in the amount cf up to 30 % of their 

salary for the duration of the project.   The determination of this ad- 

ditional amount is ruled by a special group of experts and approved 

by the executive council of the  institute. The research workers are 

obliged to perform the research work according to the stipulations 

of the contract. If they perform the job earlier they obtain the full 

amount. In the case of being late, they are obliged to pay back the 

part of this additional amount equivalent to the period of delay.  In 

the case the delay is as long as the time for the research work, the 

research people should give back the full amount.  Such a system of 

incentives has considerably increased the research productivity,  so 

that 70-90 contracts are being realized per year.  It is to be pointed 

out that the basic salaries,   without the additional part mentioned 

above, are kept low;  tins makes a particular interest for everybody 
to be engaged in a research project.  Individual research workers 

having a high research productivity are very pleased to work in 

the institute, but those who are not able to compete leave the in- 

stitute looking for some less intensive engagement. The whole 

system had a high stabilizing effect on research staff, its fluctu- 

ation being less than 25 % through th«-   12 years of institute' s acti- 

vity,    which is      a very favourable figure under existing circum- 

stances in the country. 
A particular attention is to be paid to the recruitment of research 

workers and their specialization and training. A system of scholar- 
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ship is provided for talented young men finishing secondary edu- 

cation with an excellent success.  The institute pays for their studies 

at the Universities under the condition they satisfy a fixed minimum 

of success at   their examinations. If the average drops below this va- 

lue, or if the study lasts more than expected,  they f »rivit   ti.oir 

scholarship.  After being engaged in the institute,  these young men 

with University degree are sent to spend some time working in the indu- 

stry in order to acquire some practical experience.  They can also 

be sent to foreign countries to gain the additional knowledge in repu- 

table organizations.  The institute supports also financially the stu- 

dies for M. Sc and Ph. D.  degrees. All this made the institute   an 

attractive place for young people which get their chance in the case 

they have a good success during their studies as well as during 

their research work. 

Some results of R & D efforts 

In its activity through the 12 years of its existence the Institute 

accomplished more than 500 contract based R&D projects, about 

80 % of them being devoted to the improvements of the techno-eco- 

nomic efficiency of the country's steel industry and the remaining 

20 % to some fundamental problems.  This last part of the institute' s 

activity is concerned with the improvements of the research wor- 

kers ' experience in   order to enable them to   acquire more sophi- 

sticated skills for their   future use.   A short survey of some 

achievements will be given with the aim to get some idea about the 

type of activity. 

In the field of preparation   of iron ores,  the main preoccupation 

was investigation of domestic ores together with the problems of 

production of sinter in Zenica. Wide investigations of mineraiogi- 

cal structure of particular Varefi ore varieties were performed and 
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«loculi.entation made.  This work made possible subsequent investi- 

gations of different technological procedures of beneficiation.  Sin- 

ce   the «lata about rnineralogical components in the ores and gangue 

as weil as their chemical,  physical,and pyrometallurgical characte- 

ristics were previously unknown,  even theoretical possibilities of 

benefication were controversial and too hypothetical.  Today we are 

able to define more thoroughly the problems of hematite and sideri- 

te,  distribution of Fe substance and gangue by individual fractions, 

magnetic and flotating   characteristics of particular components,and 

to get c loser to applicable solution.  In all previous investigations the 

problem of enrichment of Vares iron ores was so complicated, that 

there were doubts whether the enrichment was possible at all, espe- 

ri ally within economic limits.  But the mentioned investigations in- 

cluding possibilities    of   selective exploitation together with 

different improvements in the process of primary heavy-media se- 

paration, especially in relation to the treatment of fines, etc. give 

a considerably more optimistic picture.  Complex schemes of bene- 

ficiation composed of flotation and sintering with domestic coal 

could give such a solution for Vareé iron ores to have a value   in 

comparative relations with the development on the international mar- 

ket.  Besides this, considerable improvements in actual practice of 

crushing and screening, sampling and quality control of ore in Ze- 

nica are achieved,  as well as in the production of sinter of increa- 

sed basicity and with greater participation of fines in the blends as 

brand,  calcined pyrites, etc.  Studies of replacing coke by domestic 

fuel in sintering process   are of special interest because they give 

possibilities to increase the use of domestic raw material. 

In investigating the process of blast-furnace smelting there were 

several directions,such as   studying general work conditions with 

special regard   to burden materials, then  studies with the aim of 

improving the functioning of particular machines and facilities and 
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finally studies to improve the metallurgy of blast furnace.  In the first 

part special task was to explain real influence of quality of coke and 

iron ore on the operation of existing blast furnaces.  The importance 

of the strength of coke was demonstrated and some mistakes and the 

benefits of domestic coal blends which lowered this sîrnnrù- were 

eliminated. An analysis of influential factors in connection with qua- 

ntity of blast furnace dust as well as behaviour of particular elements, 

like Zn,  Pb,  S, Cu and As in the smelting process proved very use- 

ful .  These activities,together with mastering of technique of mathe- 

matical programming and application of computer,  formed the basis 

for elaboration of mathematical model for making material and heat 

balance of blast furnace, which is tor^y in operation.giving an exact 

picture of behaviour and distribution of material in blast furnace 

which previously could not even be imagined.  Besides, we are closer 

to computerization of composing a charge for blast furnace based 

on a more realistic valorization of particular ores and burdens, what 

is important not only from the standpoint of achieving more efficient 

work of blast furnaces, but also for clearing up mutual relations of 

the steel industry and ore mines. 

Improvement of functioning of installations consisted of studying 

the rate of wearing of blast-furnace linings by radioactive isotopes, 

resulting in corrections of furnace    profiles and better organiza- 

tion of blast-furnace general repairs so that in this way considerable 

results in improving efficiency of smelting were achieved. Besides 

it, the reconstruction of cowpers is completed with the aim of pro- 

viding high temperatures of blast, as well as automatization of their 

use. Also significant progress is achieved in the field of dust ex- 

traction from blast-furnace gas,which must be clean for its use in 

coke-oven    firing. 

Studies of possible improvement of the smelting process included 
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the analyses of possibilities of controlling furnace from the top as 

well as possibilities of automatic distribution of air in blast tuye- 

res,  then application of high blast temperatures and realization of 

the most acceptable composition of slag from the standpoint of in- 

fluence of BaO and MgO on its metallurgical function. However,   the 

most important result is, without any doubt,     introduction of liquid 

fuel injection in blast furnace,  construction and automatization of 

it.   That led to the turning-point in the operation of blast furnaces 

in Zenica and made possible  savings  of about $ 600000 a year 

Special subject of investigations was the modification and applica- 

tion of blast-furnace slag.  The results of investigation of its hydra- 

ulic characteristics,together with specific chemical composition and 

characterization of granular and crystalzed slag,  served as the ba- 

sis for subsequent research v ork.  Studying characteristics of cry- 

stallized slag made possible its application in aggregates and for 

road construction.   Production of light construction   elements   on 

the basis of slag as economic replacement for foreign licences   is 

also elaborated. 

Efforts in the production of steel were aimed to increase the pro- 

ductivity of OH furnaces and to improve the quality of steel ingots. 

Developing integral burners for combined heating by liquid fuel and 

coke oven gas increased the productivity of OH furnaces by 15-20 %. 

At the same time systematic studies of heating  procedures,    and 

influence of quality of refractory material and shape of furnace 

construction on duration life of the furnace, contributed to extending 

the campaign of OH furnaces and to increase their efficiency. Expe- 

riments in intensifying the process of injection of compressed air 

m liquid bath showed the possibilities to increase the productivity 

by more than 30%.  Contribution to improving the quality and increa- 

sing the yield is accomplished by a number of measures like applica- 
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tion of synthetic slags and Perrin's procedure, and casting in argon. 

The most important result is,  however,  introduction of the steel 

degassing   by   means of   RH    process;   thus gave especially good 

results in production of heavy forgings,  such as for shipbuilding, 

where the number of rejections due to non-metallic   inclusions   ór 

flakes was radically reduced.  A great number of experiments such 

as improving the shape of ingots,  introducing exo-frames and the 

selection of best exothermic-masses and anti-piping compounds, 

etc. made possible significant improvement of yield.  A special re- 

sult originated from investigation of rimming steel with increased 

concentration of Mn in solution, where original contribution in this 

complex field is achieved by setting regression equation between 

the depths of external blowholes and parameters of melting and 

teeming.  It should be also mentioned the development of a method 

for continuous control of temperature of liquid steel during refi- 
ning. 

At the same time considerable results were achieved in improving the 

operation of rolling mills. Introduction of rectangular ingots wei- 

ghing 5 to 5, 5 tons instead of previous square ingots of the same 

weight together with the new roll-pas. design for the existing blo- 

oming mill enabled an increase of this production by lOO.noo   to 

150,000 tons per year without any additional investment. That has 

a particular significance for Iron and Steel   Works in Zenica beca- 

use the capacity of the blooming mill was a bottle neck. Furthermo- 

re, rolling of ingots weighing 6, 5 tons was also introduced and ma- 

de possible the production of rails 54 kg/m in lengths of 25 m. 

Significant success was achieved in production of rails, channels, 

beams,and other sections. New roll-pass design was introduced so 

that the productivity was increased and at the same time the per- 

centage of first-class products was increased by 10 to 20%.  Ten 

years ago sections in Zenica were rolled using old methods.  Today 
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that is performed applying the most modern roll-pass design like, 

for example,  for rails and beams a system of diagonal and for chan- 

nels a system of special roll-pass design. Because of that,  the per- 

centage of first-class rails is raised up to 90 to 95 % and for other 

sections up to 95 to 100 %, while ten years ago it was about 70 to 80 %. 

Cracked edges on rails and sections practical^disappeared.   Recent 

use of the first stand of the heavy section mill with a screw-down 

for rolling of first initial shaped passes contributed to significant 

improvement of quality of heavy sections and rails from the stand- 

point of deformation of material and achievement of size accuracy. 

Economic effect of these results is also significant especially when 

decreased delays in rolling are taken into account.        Consequently, 

this gave rise to a higher hourly productivity which in case of some 

sections was   increased by more than 100 %.  Thus in production    of 

rails it was previously about 35 t/h and today it amounts to 75    to 

80 t/h and more.  For the same purpose of increasing the producti- 

vity,  the Institute was also  engaged to design and introduce   special 

rolling-mill guides and    guards together with certain mechaniza- 

tions, especially in light-section and merchant rolling mills. 

Besides these oonxributionaconnected directly with particular metal- 

lurgical processes, a great number of attempts was made for increa- 

sing the   efficiency of individual facilities by improving machine and 

electrical design, by introducing mechanization and regulation, etc. 

Improving efficiency of various heating furnaces in rolling and for- 

ging mills by introduction of mixed gas, developing automatic regu- 

lation of coal blending for coke-ovens by the use of radioactive sour- 

ces; introducing new procedure for hot repairs of refractory linings, 

developing rapid communications between express laboratory   and 

steelworks, etc. all these are just some examples of those numerous 

solutions. 



Special field of intensive activities of the Institute were the efforts 

on improving the quality of present production and introducing new 

products.    That refers also to the improvement of the surface qua- 

lity of blooms,  billets,and final products by investigating different 

conditioning procedures, especially the use of electric arc and oxy- 

-coke-oven gas torches. A special attention is being paid to the im- 

provement of mechanical characteristics of structural-steel grades, 

rails.and heavy forgings. Complete defects in production of   tyres, 

wheels,and axles are identified and classified;  thir is a useful con- 

tribution in diagnosing defects in this field. Also there was a consi- 

derable contribution in improving the quality of steel rod for produ- 

ction of bolts by cold working where entirely new technology    was 

introduced. The contribution of the Institute in expanding production 

programme includes over 20 entirely new products, some of which 

are very important,like high-tensile ribbed concrete reinforcement 

steel bars, steel-base cast rolls, wear-resistant manganese rails 

etc. Among   the products.it is worthwhile     to mention heavy rails 

UIC54 type, bulbed flats for shipbuilding, patented high-tensile wire 

as well as wire for concrete reinforcement welded meshes and springs. 

forged steel moulds for spun casting of pxpes, steel for forging dies, 

cast alloy-steel rolls, open-die forgings for rotor bodies as well as 

forgings for shipbuilding,  piston rod.and crankshafts,  Mn-eastings 

and steel for crushing machines for ores, high-alloy steels for rol- 

ling-mill entry guide, etc. 

Along with these activities which are directly of R&D-type. scientific 

potential of the Institute was constantly being developed, qualifying 

the staff for more complicated problems and mastering new methods 

and techniques of investigations which make possible more efficient 

research work in the next period. Tables 1 and 2 contain a review 

of methods of investigating metals and minerals which are mastered 

in the Institute and introduced in regular application, and which re- 



present the modern achievements of laboratory technique in the field 

of metallurgical investigations.   The Institute in its up-to-date activi- 

ties developed and particularly unproved application of high-tempe- 

rature metallography,  quantitative metallography as well as metal- 

lography ¡n colour.X-ray diffraction analysis is also introduced for 

investigating characteristics of crystal lattice of iron and its alloys. 

Physical metallurgy: 

1. Application of replicas in metallographic technique 
2. High-temperature metallography 
3. Metallography in colour 
4. Quantitative metallography 
5. Electron microscopy 
(¡.   Point analysis by electron microprobe 
7. X-ray diffraction 
8. X-ray defectoscopy 
9. Jf-defectoscopy 

10. Surface defectoscopy by applicating penetrant 
11. Magnetometer investigations 
12. Dilatometry at high cooling speeds 
13. Precise measurements at tensile test 
14. Mechanical testing at higher and lower temperatures 

in the interval fron»-180° to +1100°C 
15. Microtechnique of mechanical testing 
1 6.  Torsion testing 
17. Creep testing 
18. Hot-deformability testing by torsion at high 

temperatures 
1 9.  High-frequency fatigue testing 
20.  Registration of oscillograms force-distance and 

force-time during impact-testing 

TABLE i  : New methods and techniques of testing mastered in Me« 
tallurgical Institute of Zenica ~~ 

Especially is to be emphasized the mastered diffraction technique 

indicating the micro-stresses of second order which is used for ef- 

ficient following of precipitafing process in metals. Electron micro- 

scopy is introduced for some fundamental investigations of crystal 

structure.   Furthermore,  the technique of testing by electron micro- 



probe is initiated,  giving the possibility of detecting concentrator, oi 

elements on distances of 1 ^.,   u^ yw.- :n.;-    ph;ise aUitlvSiH o! tli,._ 

tal and mineral samples.  The pioneer role in our conditions tin* Insti- 

tute played by ìntroducùigintensive use of spectral methods in analysis 

of  iron and steel where today,  by the way of emissive or absorptive 

spectroscopy in visible or in X-ray part of   spectrum, quantitative 

analysis of many elements in iron and steel in very wide field   of con- 

centration is performed.   Because of this, the Institute became the 

centre where every day specialists from other enterprises as well as 

institutes are coming to increase their own knowledge.   Further results 

are achieved in phase analysis of alloy steel by application of electro- 

isolation or isolation by the way of selective dissolution with the 

subsequent separation of isolates. The samples obtained are further 

investigated by very sophisticated techniques with the aim of identi- 

fication of their chemical, crystal and molecular structure.  In   co- 

operation with Max-Planck-Institut   für Eisenforschung in Düsseldorf, 

the Institute got in our country to the highest point in the field of these 

investigations;  this gives a possibility to investigate very effectively 

origins of certain impurities in metals, as well as to identify parti« 

cular phases responsible for some properties of iron and its al.oys. 

Metallurgical chemistry: 

21. Emission spectral analysis of metal and non-metal 
substances 

22. X-ray fluorescent analysis of metal and non-metal 
substances 

23. Atomic absorption analysis of metal and non-metal 
substances 

24. Flame spectrophotometry analysis of metal   and 
non-metal substances 

25. Conductometric determination of C and in iron & steel 
26. Coulometric determination of oxygen in iron & steel 
27. Chromatographic determination of diffusive hydrogen 

in steel 
28. Gas analysis in metals by extraction in inert atmosphere 
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33, 
34. 
3"). 
3d. 

Isolation phase analysis of oxides,   carbides,  and 
nitrides in steel 
Microanalyses of isolates 
X-ray diffraction analysis of mineral and ceramic 
substances 
Dilatometry of mineral and ceramic substances 
Diflerential thermal analysis 
Therm ogra vi met ry 
Thermovolurnetry 
Qualitative and quantitative microscopy of mineral 
and ceramic subo anees 

Application oí electron computer: 

3 7.   Multiple regression and correlation analysis 
38.   Analysis of variance for total and incomplete set 

of data 

3 9.   Setting up and solving of transporting matrix 
40. Linear programming 
41. Optimisation of burden in metallurgical prosses 

by use of linear pr:'¿ramming 
42. Modelling of metallurgical processes 

TABLE 2 : New methods¡and _teçhn^ie£^fjesting mastered in 
Mgtallurgical Institute of Zenica 

Metallurgical Institute "Hasan Brkic" in Zenica first in our country 
started to introduce mathematical methods in scientific research 

work in iron and steel metallurgy using the computer for more than 

8 years.   Starting with the elaboration of application of methods   of 

multiple regression and correlation analysis, which it brought to a 

high degree of perfection in analysis of influental factors in metal- 

lurgical problems, the Institute passed to the elaboration of matri- 

ces of particular phases of technological processes to be today in 

full swing of making static and dynamic models of particular metal- 

lurgical processes which are starting to influence the quality of work 

and organization of technological process. 

Besides activ.ties on the field of improving the technology and stren- 

gthening the scientific potential, it is necessary to underline the con- 

tribution in the field of development of economic and structural policy 



for ferrous metallurgy of the country.   That refers to the expansion 

programme of the Iron and Steel Works of Zenica to 2, (i million tons 

of steel together with programmes foi  construction of new plañís for 

bolts and nuts,  for production of limestone and lime,  as well as for a 

new enterprise for manufacturing wire,the success of winch ¡a business 

is the best proof of the proper choice of production programme as well 

as of its economic and technological concept.  Special studies are ela- 

borated about development possibilities of Ironworks in Vares and 

about efficiency of low-shaft electric reduction furnaces in Hi jas. The 

feasibility studies of constructing new iron and steel works in 1'rije- 

dor, located directly on the ore deposits, considerably influenced the 

long-term policy of development of iron and steel production in Bosnia 

and Herzegovina. 

The Metallurgical Institute gave its contribution also to the integra- 

tion of all enterprises of ferrous metallurgy in Bosnia and Herzego- 

vina working out the necessary studies about technological and eco- 

nomic advantages of that union. Quantifying the advantages which can 

be achieved by co-ordination of mines and ironworks and further 

processing industry,  one contributed to the formation of the Mining 

and Metallurgical Combine (RMK) in Zenica, the biggest economic 

concentration of this kind in the country.  By   its feasibility studies 

of development of ferrous metallurgy in Bosnia and Herzegovina.the 

Institute woriced out the documents which represent the basis for its 

perspective orientation.  Incorporating into these studies modern tech- 

nological solutions and including them in development concepts    and 

needs of wider regions in the Republic, as well as proposing the 

dislocation of particular phases of finalization on the one hand   and 

the bringing of extractive processes near raw-material deposits on 

the other hand as it is anticipated in construction of the new Iron 

and Steel Works in Prijedor, the Institute is making a significant 
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contribution to a more uniform and efficient economic development 

of the country. 

The Metallurgical Rtculty 

The presence of the Metallurgical institute in the proximity of the 

biggest steel works m the country was the reason to make use   of 

such favourable conditions to organize a metallurgical faculty.   So 

the Metallurgical 1'acuity in Zenica was founded as a part of the Uni- 

versity of Sarajevo.  Although the University of Sarajevo comprises 

a large number of faculties the dislocation of Metallurgical Faculty 

to Zenica,  at a distance of 80 km from Sarajevo,  proved to have ma- 

ny advantages.   The faculty building,which is built in the immediate 

proximity of the Institute,has all necessary lecture rooms and basic 

laboratories for teaching purposes.  They are equipped with some 

basic equipment intended for the training of students in basic tech- 

niques,  like microscopy,  chemical analyses,  instrumentation etc. 

The research activity of teaching personnel,  however, is perfor- 

med within the framework of the Institute,where the students can 

also perform their practical work for final examination.  The stu- 

dents have the opportunity to be "on the spot" both in the Institute 

as well as in the Iron & Steel Works and get there proper idea about 

the metallurgical practice and research.This proved to be very use- 

ful for education.   Metallurgical faculty in Zenica has just more 

than 12 years of activity and gave more than200 University degrees 

in metallurgical engineering. It has now approximately 500 students. 

Beside the professional teaching personnel as a basic faculty staff, 

a participation of the best institute' s specialists in the teaching 

process is used. At the same time some experts from the industry 

are also engaged for the same purpose of teaching.  The professio- 

nal teaching staff however, being in the proximity of the institute 
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has a very convenient source of ideas for research which elimina- 

tes their alienation from the industry's needs and avoids the steri- 

lization of science often met in developing countries. 

Conclusion 

Resuming the description of the Metallurgical Institute Zenica as 

an example of development of an industrial institute in a developing 

country,  the importance of a careful elaboration of research   philo- 

sophy is emphasized.   There are some semantic problems in using 

the word "research" in various   circumstances,  because it is ob- 

vious that this word has düYuuit N.nanin^s  in developed and develo- 

ping   countries , which have very different    human and financial 

potentials. It seems   to be useful to point out that the research work 

in developing    countries should be primarily concerned with the 

practical problems. 

By solving such problems one can achieve not only useful solutions 

for the industry giving a contribution to the country' s economy, 

but one can also avoid     sterile research.  So the "innovative per- 

formance" becomes a   basis for evaluation of success and publication 

of papers whilst the fundamental research is to be established on 

a sound practical experience and verification in development. 
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